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Annex A – Methods for producing high-resolution and high-frequency poverty estimates 

A key objective of one of the work strands of the DEEP consortium is to use existing 

methods, and to develop new methods, to produce high-resolution and high-frequency 

estimates of extreme poverty. In this section we provide a review of methods for producing 

high-resolution estimates, with some emphasis on approaches that also enable regular 

updating of the estimates. Producing high-resolution estimates requires the use of a 

specialised methodology more commonly known as small area (or domain) estimation 

(abbreviated as SAE). Although the term domain is more general, as it encompasses non-

geographic dimensions, the term area is more commonly used. The terms area and domain 

will be used interchangeably in the following paragraphs.  

A high frequency of estimates can be achieved by having access to frequently updated data 

sources. As we will see in this section, conventional use of small area methods requires 

access to ‘ground truth’ data offered by surveys and population (e.g. census data). Although 

we expect survey data to be updated more frequently, censuses typically take place every 10 

years (in some cases every five years). Ensuring frequent data collection in countries that 

are affected by extreme poverty is even more challenging. We argue that a feasible data 

scenario for achieving high-resolution and high-frequency estimation is one that assumes 

access to ground truth data coming from surveys, with population-level data replaced by 

proxies collected with alternative data sources that are available more frequently: for 

example, satellite and mobile phone data. 

Sample surveys are designed to provide estimates with acceptable precision at national and 

sub-national levels but usually have insufficient sizes to allow for precise estimation at lower 

levels of aggregation. An important task at this stage is the specification of the target level 

of geography and the targets of estimation, which will have an impact on the subsequent 

SAE process. It is very tempting for the user to target a geographic level that is 

unrealistically low. As we will see later, doing so will affect the methods and the 

assumptions required for computing the estimates and evaluating their precision. It is also 

becoming increasingly common for users to be interested in estimating parameters that are 

more complex than simple linear statistics, such as averages and proportions. Examples 

include the percentiles of the income distribution in a small area and measures of inequality: 

for example, the Gini coefficient and ratios of quintiles. Increasing the complexity of the 

targets of estimation increases the granularity of the data one needs to have access to. 

Hence, the recommended approach is to start from a relatively high level of geographical 

aggregation, at which direct estimation with acceptable precision is supported by the survey 

data, and then to move on to more disaggregated levels of geography after assessing the 

feasibility of producing small area estimates at each level in turn. The ideal is to choose a 

level which both serves the user’s needs and that is well supported by the data available.  
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Data availability and geographical coverage 

Identifying what data are needed affects not only the estimation results but also the 

workload of staff at national statistical institutes and similar organisations. SAE is a 

prediction problem and typically relies on the use of survey (or other ground truth) data 

measuring the main outcome of interest and data from a census or administrative/register 

population data sources providing auxiliary information (predictors) – correlated with the 

outcome – which can be used to improve the estimation/prediction of the parameter of 

interest. Hence, most of the problems we are dealing with in this case involve descriptive 

rather than analytic inference (see Section 3). Access to census and administrative data 

sources is usually challenging due to confidentiality constraints. Access to census 

aggregate (area-/domain-level) data is commonly possible but access to census micro-data 

may not always be possible. The question is how the types of census data available affects 

SAE. If the user is interested in estimating linear statistics – for example, small area 

averages – access to area-level census or administrative data will be sufficient for SAE. 

However, if interest is in estimating non-linear indicators then access to census or 

administrative micro-data is typically needed. Access to such data is very challenging and 

has implications for staff resources – for example, to ensure appropriate use of the data and 

to respect confidentiality constraints. Hence, the complexity of the targets of estimation 

determines the data requirements for SAE. Although many widely used methods assume the 

availability of census/administrative micro-data for covariates, it is important to discuss 

briefly what options can be pursued when such data are not available. One possibility is to 

assume a model for the observed covariates and to impute the missing values from that 

model (Sverchkov and Pfeffermann, 2004). With many covariates, this might be too 

cumbersome. An alternative approach would be to use area-level models. We believe this 

approach can solve a wide range of applied problems: it is naturally suited to the use of new 

forms of data which normally are observed at some level of aggregation (administrative 

area, Voronoi polygons etc.). Having said this, we also believe that researchers should invest 

more effort in developing methodologies and software that can be used when population 

micro-data for the covariates are not available, or are available only for a sample from the 

target population. Research in this area is already underway and will form part of future work 

by the DEEP consortium. 

It is also necessary to examine the data coverage at the specified level of geography. The 

analyst should explore whether sample observations are available for every small area, and 

also check the distribution of the sample size across areas. For example, if many of the 

target areas have no sample data (out-of-sample areas), the SAE will have to heavily rely on 

model assumptions. This is an important point. The use of machine learning and statistical 

learning algorithms in combination with new forms of data (e.g. satellite imaging and CDR 

data) available for very small geographies, make it very tempting to use the model fit to 

predict for areas where no ground truth observations have been observed. Although 

technically possible, such practices should be used with extreme caution and with 

appropriate validation tools. On the other hand, even when data are available for every 
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area/domain one may still decide to use models in an attempt to improve the precision of 

direct estimation. Deciding whether to use models, and which model to use, is a complex 

process which is governed by a trade-off between improved efficiency and dependence on 

model assumptions. Our recommendation is for users to be open to alternative 

methodologies, and for researchers to place an emphasis on diagnostic analyses for 

evaluating the estimates.  

Simple-to-compute estimators that are commonly used 

As a first step, SAE can use some common estimators for the target population parameter 

𝜃𝑘. These include the direct and synthetic estimators, which in their simplest form do not 

require the use of a model (statistical learning / machine learning algorithm). The direct 

estimator, denoted by 𝜃𝑘, uses only the data from area 𝑘 and so it is available only for an in-

sample area. Denoting by 𝑦𝑖𝑘 the variable of interest for unit i (individual/household) and 

area k, and assuming the availability of data from a survey that uses some form of random 

sampling, the most common estimator of a small area average is the survey weighted 

Horvitz-Thompson (or more accurately Hajek-Brewer) estimator, defined as  

𝜃𝑘 = (∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘/𝜋𝑖𝑘
𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 )/(∑ 1/𝜋𝑖𝑘

𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 ),    (1) 

where 1/𝜋𝑖𝑘 are the design weights which we expect to be supplied as part of the survey 

dataset. Although (1) is unbiased under repeated sampling, for areas with small sample 

sizes we expect that the direct estimator will have high variance. Variance estimation for 

estimators of the form of (1) is discussed later. Although estimator (1) is illustrated for 

averages (means and proportions), direct estimators of more complex indicators relevant to 

DEEP’s work (for example, the head count ratio, the quintile share ratio, and the Gini 

coefficient), that account for the survey design of the survey, are also available in the 

literature (Alfons and Templ, 2012). We describe how to practically compute such estimates 

later in this section. This is an important estimator also because it forms the input for the 

area-level models we review below. 

An alternative, simple-to-calculate estimator that is commonly used is the synthetic 

estimator. In its simplest form the synthetic estimator, 𝜃𝑘
𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐

, uses the data from a 

broader area that includes area 𝑘 – instead of using data only for area 𝑘 – and so it can be 

derived for any out-of-sample area (i.e. an area with no sample units) too. The use of a 

synthetic estimator involves a variance/bias trade-off. It reduces the variance of the 

estimates because a larger sample size is used, but this comes at the cost of possibly 

increasing the bias because data from other areas close to area 𝑘 are also used in the 

estimation. 
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Software for direct estimation 

A comprehensive review of relevant software is included in the Comprehensive R Archive 

Network task view on ‘Official statistics and survey methodology’1, with specific categories 

for complex survey designs, SAE, and microsimulation. In particular, the section on complex 

survey designs includes packages, like survey (Lumley, 2020) and sampling (Tillé and Matei, 

2016), that can be used for point and variance estimation of direct estimators of means, 

totals, ratios, and quantiles under complex survey designs. Package Laeken by Alfons et al. 

(2020) provides functions for the estimation of various poverty and inequality indicators, 

such as the at risk of poverty rate, the Gini coefficient, and the quintile share ratio, and the 

corresponding estimates of the variance. 

Using models in SAE 

SAE is one of the areas in the production of official statistics where the use of models 

(statistical learning algorithms) – as opposed to more traditional design-based inference – 

is widely accepted as necessary. Model-based methods assume a model for the population 

and sample data and construct optimal predictors of the target parameters under the model. 

The term predictor instead of estimator is conventionally used because under the model the 

target parameters are assumed to be random. The most widely used approaches require the 

use of unit-level survey data for the outcome variable and the covariates, and unit-level 

census micro-data for the covariates. Alternatively, area-level models can be used. The 

advantage of area-level models is that these are less data-intensive, as regards the need to 

access survey and census micro-data. Reducing the reliance on micro-data is important if 

methods are to be widely adopted in different contexts. Therefore, area-level models are a 

key methodological tool employed for SAE, although the use of unit-level models is not to be 

ruled out if appropriate data are available in the country of interest or for comparative 

reasons.  

It is impossible to describe every single statistical learning/machine learning algorithm. A 

general description of what the use of models involves was given in Section 3. Here we 

focus on describing some of the technical details of a popular class of models, namely 

random effects models. In particular, we start by describing unit-level models; we then focus 

on area-level models and extensions. Notice that here we focus on models for predicting the 

outcome of interest. As described earlier in this paper, models can also be used for pre-

processing data (e.g. satellite images) that are then used in prediction models. Although this 

is not considered here, we describe an extension of area-level models to account for 

measurement error in the covariates, which is relevant if covariates are measured with 

uncertainty (for example, model uncertainty as a result of pre-processing operations). 

 

1 See https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/OfficialStatistics.html  

https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/OfficialStatistics.html
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Two widely used approaches for estimating poverty-related indicators using unit-level 

models are the ELL method (Elbers et al., 2003) used by the World Bank and the empirical 

best predictor (EBP) method (Molina and Rao, 2010). Both methods make use of a unit-level 

nested error regression model (random effects model) (Battese et al., 1988). The response 

variable is an income or consumption variable that is only available in a survey and that is 

used to construct a poverty threshold for computing poverty rates. The explanatory 

variables, used for modelling the target variable, are available both in the survey and in a 

census (population-level) dataset, say at the level of the household. This means that both 

methods assume access to census (population-level) micro-data. After the model is fitted 

using the survey data, the estimated model parameters are combined with census micro-

data to form unit-level predictions of the income/consumption variable. In practice this 

means that the model is used for micro-simulating a population of synthetic values of 

income or consumption. The synthetic values, along with a defined poverty line, are then 

used for estimating different indicators: for example, the head count ratio (HCR), the poverty 

gap, the Gini coefficient, and the quintile share ratios. Linear statistics, such as average 

income, can also be estimated by using the same synthetically generated values. 

Let us first describe the EBP method; we will then provide a brief discussion of its 

similarities with, and differences to, the ELL method. Under the EBP approach census 

predictions of the outcome are generated by using the conditional predictive distribution of 

the out-of-sample data given the sample data. The starting point is the following unit-level 

nested error regression model for outcome 𝑦𝑖𝑘 for unit i (individual/household) in area k, 

which is modelled as a function of covariates 𝑥𝑖𝑘 

𝑦𝑖𝑘 = 𝑥𝑖𝑘
𝑇 𝛽+𝑢𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑢

2), 𝑒𝑖𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑒
2) ,    (2) 

where 𝑢𝑘 denotes the area random effect and 𝑒𝑖𝑘 is the unit-level error term. A random effect 

is necessary when the covariates we include in the model do not fully explain the between-

domain (area) variability. Assuming normality for the unit-level error and the domain random 

effects, the conditional distribution of the out-of-sample data given the sample data is also 

normal. The synthetic values of the outcome variable for the entire population are then 

generated from the following model 

𝑦𝑖𝑘
∗ = 𝑥𝑖𝑘

𝑇 �̂�+�̃�𝑘 + 𝑢𝑘
∗ + 𝑒𝑖𝑘

∗ , 𝑢𝑘
∗ ~𝑁(0, (1 − 𝛾𝑘)�̂�𝑢

2), 𝑒𝑖𝑘~𝑁(0, �̂�𝑒
2),       (3) 

where �̃�𝑘 = E(𝑢𝑘|𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑠) is the predicted area effect, 𝛾𝑘 = �̂�𝑢
2(�̂�𝑢

2 + �̂�𝑒
2/𝑛𝑘)−1 and the hat 

notation is used to denote quantities estimated with the sample data. The process 

simulates L synthetic populations of the outcome in each area k for each replication, and the 

estimates are averaged over the Monte-Carlo replications, usually set equal to L = 50 or L = 

100.  

We now briefly compare the ELL and EBP methods. Although both methods use a nested 

error regression model, one key difference in practice is that in the ELL method it is common 

to specify the random effect at a much finer geographical (cluster) level, whereas in the EBP 

method the random effect is specified at the domain level. A second key difference is that 
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the EBP method simulates population realisations of the outcome from the estimated 

conditional distribution (5), whereas the ELL method simulates from the marginal 

distribution, 

𝑦𝑖𝑘
∗ = 𝑥𝑖𝑘

𝑇 �̂� + 𝑢𝑘
∗ + 𝑒𝑖𝑘

∗ , 𝑢𝑘
∗ ~𝑁(0, �̂�𝑢

2), 𝑒𝑖𝑘~𝑁(0, �̂�𝑒
2)     (4) 

with all parameters replaced by their estimates. We now distinguish two cases. When 

clusters coincide with the target domains, Molina and Rao (2010) demonstrate the superior 

performance of the EBP method for in-sample domains. For out-of-sample domains the 

predicted random effect is zero by default and so (3) reduces to (4) and the two methods 

yield the same estimates. Next, consider the more common case where clusters and target 

domains do not coincide. Since in most applications the between-domain variation tends to 

be small compared to the between-household variation, the conditional distribution (5) may 

not differ much from the unconditional distribution, as long as the variance of �̃�𝑘 is small 

compared to the total variance. Since the ELL method is applied at the cluster level, it is 

possible to capture much of the variability beyond the between-household variability at the 

cluster level, provided relevant cluster-level covariates are included in the fixed part of model 

(2). Moreover, the use of the conditional distribution (3) may be impossible in most of the 

clusters due to the absence of sample units. The ELL method is then well-suited in practice, 

despite the use of the marginal distribution (4). The following extensions of the unit-level 

methodologies are worth mentioning here. Marhuenda et al. (2017) proposed an EBP that 

allows for a two-fold nested error regression model that can accommodate both cluster and 

domain random effects. This is relevant as in most application data are typically collected 

using multistage cluster designs. Both the EBP and ELL methodologies assume some form 

of transformation for the outcome, which is typically of a logarithmic form. More recently, 

Rojas-Perilla et al. (2019) proposed the use of scaled data-driven power and log-shift 

transformations. 

An important step in SAE is the estimation of the uncertainty of the model-based estimates, 

which is quantified by the mean squared error (MSE). For the EBP and ELL methods, the 

MSE is estimated by using parametric bootstrap under the nested error regression model. 

The use of bootstrap significantly simplifies the estimation of the MSE of non-linear 

indicators such as the Gini coefficient and the quintile share ratio. If interest is only in 

estimating small area averages, analytic estimators of the MSE can be used (Prasad and 

Rao, 1990). For the EBP method, unconditional MSE estimation uses the following 

parametric bootstrap, where the unknown model parameters are replaced by their estimates 

and treated as fixed. The first step generates B bootstrap populations using the fitted – with 

the survey data – model (4). For each bootstrap population we compute the population 

value of the target parameter denoted by 𝜃𝑘
∗. From each bootstrap population we select a 

bootstrap sample and compute bootstrap estimates of the target parameter, 𝜃𝑘
∗, by using the 

same estimation method as the one used with the original sample. Finally, we compute the 

average of the 𝐵 squared bootstrap errors – defined as the difference between 𝜃𝑘
∗ and 𝜃𝑘

∗. 

Notice that the procedure here is not second-order accurate, unlike the more sophisticated, 
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but more computer-intensive, bootstrap methods. If a transformation is used, the bootstrap 

populations are generated using the model fitted to the transformed data but MSE estimates 

are computed at the end by back-transforming to the original scale. Estimation of the 

transformation parameter should be implemented with each bootstrap sample to capture 

the additional variability due to its estimation (Rojas-Perilla et al. 2019). Similar parametric 

bootstrap schemes are also used for the ELL method. 

Software for unit-level SAE models 

The sae package by Molina and Marhuenda (2015) can be used for implementing SAE with 

unit-level models and EBP. The emdi R package can also be used to compute EBP 

estimates and includes options for using data-driven transformations, visualisation, and 

exporting the results to Excel (Kreutzmann et al. 2018). Collections of R functions for 

implementing a very wide range of SAE methods are also available in the documentation of 

the FP7 EU-funded project SAMPLE (‘small area methods for poverty and living conditions 

estimates’). The World Bank provides the open‐source software PovMap, which implements 

the method by Elbers et al. (2003); it is a standalone software solution. 

Area-level models 

The previous section makes clear that in order to effectively use unit-level models to 

produce estimates of a wide range of small area parameters, access to micro-data is 

needed. Area-level models offer an approach to model-best estimation that significantly 

reduces the need for access to confidential data. Data access requirements for fitting area-

level models is easier because aggregate data are used. Moreover, a number of applications 

that explore the use of new forms of data use statistical and machine learning algorithms 

that operate at an aggregate level. Because of the data access feasibility, this is the type of 

model we present in the prototype product part of the deliverables, during the DEEP 

inception period. 

We start by describing the simplest area-level model (Fay and Herriot, 1979), abbreviated as 

FH, for estimating means and proportions. The starting point for area-level modelling is an 

unbiased direct estimator that uses only domain-specific survey data for producing small 

area estimates. Denoting by 𝑦𝑖𝑘  the outcome of interest for a unit i in area k, an unbiased 

direct estimator of 𝜃𝑘 is 

𝜃𝑘 = (∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘/𝜋𝑖𝑘
𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 )/(∑ 1/𝜋𝑖𝑘

𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 ) (5) 

Let nk denote the sample size for area k. Provided that we have access to information about 

the design of the survey, the variance of the direct estimate can be computed by using 

survey estimation techniques. Assuming that the variance of the direct estimate (sampling 

variance) can be estimated, the FH model can now be defined; it is based on two stages. 

The first stage models the sampling variation with the sampling error assumed to be – in the 

simplest case – independent and normally distributed 𝑒𝑘∼ N (0, 𝜎𝑒𝑘
2 ), 

𝜃𝑘
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝜃𝑘 + 𝑒𝑘. 
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The second stage of the model assumes a linear model for 𝜃𝑘, 

𝜃𝑘 = 𝒙𝒌
𝑻𝜷 + 𝑢𝑘, 

where 𝒙𝒌
𝑻 denotes the area-level covariates, 𝜷 denotes the regression parameters, and 

𝑢𝑘represents the area-specific random effects which are assumed to be also normally 

distributed. Combining the two stages of modelling leads to the combined FH model, 

𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝒙𝑘

𝑇𝜷 + 𝑢𝑘 + 𝜀𝑘. 

To fit the area-level model we need assume that 𝜎𝑒𝑘
2 , i.e. the variances of the direct 

estimates are known. In practice these variances are estimated using the survey data but in 

the simplest case they are assumed to be fixed for the purposes of model fit. Parameter 

estimation is implemented by using likelihood type or Bayesian methods. Assuming that 

estimates of (�̂�, �̂�𝑘 , �̂�𝑢
2) are available, small area estimates of the target parameter under the 

FH model are derived by using 

𝜃𝑘
𝐹𝐻 = 𝒙𝑘

𝑇�̂� + �̂�𝑘 

= 𝛾𝑘𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 + (1 − 𝛾𝑘)𝒙𝑘

𝑇�̂� 

Similarly to SAE under the unit-level model, estimates of the uncertainty under the area-level 

model are also required for assessing the quality of the small area estimates. Uncertainty in 

this case is quantified by the estimated MSE that can be obtained both analytically (using for 

example a Prasad-Rao estimator (Prasad and Rao, 1990)) or by using parametric bootstrap 

(see for example, González-Manteiga et al. (2008)). 

Extensions to the standard area-level model that are relevant to DEEP  

Use of transformations and outlier robust estimation  

As mentioned above, the commonly used area-level model can also be used with 

proportions. This is relevant to the work of DEEP as some key indicators we are interested in 

estimating are expressed as proportions: for example, the proportion of households or 

individuals below a poverty threshold. The use of a transformation is in some cases 

necessary, especially when residual diagnostics indicate departures from the model 

assumptions. The logarithmic transformation is a popular one and has been extensively 

studied under the area-level model (Slud and Maiti, 2006). An alternative transformation that 

has gained some attention in the small area literature (Casas-Cordero Valencia et al., 2016; 

Schmid et al., 2017) and that avoids problems when the direct estimates of proportions are 

0 is the arcsine square root transformation, which we briefly illustrate below. The arcsine 

square root transformation is defined as  

𝑓(𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡) = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛√𝜃𝑘

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡. 
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The arcsine transformed direct estimate is simply: 𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓(𝜃𝑘

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡). The sampling 

variance of 𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 in this case can be approximated as 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃𝑘

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡) = (4�̃�𝑘)−1, where �̃�𝑘is 

the effective sample size, which is simply the sample size divided by an estimate of the 

design effect. The transformed FH model can now be defined, and it is based again on two 

stages. The first stage simply models the sampling variation, hence 

𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝜃𝑘 + 𝜀𝑘 , 

where 𝜃𝑘 = 𝑓(𝜃𝑘) and the sampling errors are assumed to be independent and normally 

distributed with 𝜀𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜀𝑘
2 ), with 𝜎𝜀𝑘

2  using 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡). The second stage of the FH model 

is to fit a linear model to predict 𝜃𝑘, hence 

𝜃𝑘 = 𝒙𝑘
𝑇𝜷 + 𝑢𝑘, 

where 𝒙𝑘
𝑇 denotes the area-level covariates, 𝜷 denotes the regression parameter vector, and 

𝑢𝑘 represents the random effects, which, similarly to 𝜀𝑘 , are assumed to be 𝑢𝑘~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑢
2). The 

combination of the two stages of modelling leads to the combined FH model 

𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝒙𝑘

𝑇𝜷 + 𝑢𝑘 + 𝜀𝑘. 

Estimates (�̂�, �̂�𝑘, �̂�𝑢
2) of these unknown parameters are obtained by using a standard linear 

random effects model. From this the FH estimates can be derived by using 

𝜃𝑘
𝐹𝐻 = 𝒙𝑘

𝑇�̂� + �̂�𝑘 

= 𝛾𝑘𝜃𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 + (1 − 𝛾𝑘)𝒙𝑘

𝑇�̂� 

In cases when an area has a zero sample size (i.e. an out-of-sample area) the estimator 

simply becomes: 𝜃𝑘
𝐹𝐻 = 𝒙𝑘

𝑇�̂�. Lastly, a back-transformation must be applied giving the final 

estimates of the proportions: 𝜃𝑘
𝐹𝐻 = 𝑓−1(�̂�𝑘

𝐹𝐻) = sin2( 𝜃𝑘
𝐹𝐻). The issue of back-

transformation is an important one because of the bias that a back-transformation can 

introduce. The back-transformation described here is a naïve approach. An alternative back-

transformation for the arcsine transformation has been proposed by Sugasawa and 

Kubokawa (2017). The R Package emdi which we use in the prototype allows for the use of 

the logarithmic and arcsine square root transformations with appropriate back-

transformations and the estimation of the corresponding MSE. An alternative approach 

when residual diagnostics indicate departures from the model assumptions is to employ 

outlier robust estimation, which is also available via the emdi package. 

Handling the sampling variance in area-level models and accounting for uncertainty 
due to the estimation of the sampling variances 

When working with area-level models the analyst must be careful about handling the 

sampling variances of the direct estimates. Sampling variances can be either estimated 

using the micro-data or supplied by the data provider, and may require additional analysis: 

for example, the use of smoothing techniques via generalised variance functions. We 

illustrate such analysis as part of the prototype. In applied work, outside the mainstream 

statistical literature, it is often the case that it is not clear how the sampling variances are 
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treated, especially when automated (black box-type) algorithms are being used for fitting 

area-level models. This is a concern as ignoring the sampling variance can have an impact 

both on point and uncertainty estimation. Let us illustrate this a bit further using as an 

example the data from Bangladesh we use in the prototype and the use of integrated nested 

Laplace approximation (INLA), a tool for approximate Bayesian inference that is sometimes 

favoured in applied work. Luna, Tzavidis et al. (2019) illustrated that using standard settings 

in INLA to fit an area-level model treats the sampling variance, 𝜎𝑒𝑘
2 , as an unknown constant 

across areas. However, it is clear that the sampling variances should not be held constant 

across areas because of the different sample sizes. Ignoring this has an impact on point 

estimates and, very importantly, on uncertainty estimates. Luna, Tzavidis et al. (2019) 

showed how this might be corrected within the INLA framework by using an informative 

prior for 𝜎𝑒𝑘
2 , or by using a hierarchical Bayes framework. They also illustrate the 

convergence issues with the INLA algorithm that is manifested in convergence problems in 

estimating the variance components when starting the algorithm from different starting 

values. Analysts may not be able to detect the issue because estimates of the fixed part of 

the model appear reasonable. However, the issue is picked up by looking at estimates of the 

variance components.  

From a hierarchical Bayesian perspective, the FH model can be defined as follows: 

𝜃𝑘
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡|𝜃𝑘 ∼  𝑁 (𝜃𝑘 , 𝜎𝑒𝑘

2 ) 

𝜃𝑘|𝜷, 𝜎𝑢
2 ∼  𝑁 (𝑥𝑘

𝑇𝛽, 𝜎𝑢
2) 

with the parameters of the prior distributions specified by the analyst. Usually a flat prior is 

used for the regression parameters, 𝜷, and a gamma priors for the precision parameters. 

One aspect that needs careful attention is also the specification of 𝜎𝑒𝑘
2 . Typically, 𝜎𝑒𝑘

2  is 

assumed to be fixed at its estimated value. To capture the additional uncertainty due to the 

estimation of the sampling variance, one can include an additional level to the hierarchical 

Bayes model above (You and Chapman, 2006). Ignoring the uncertainty due to the 

estimation of the direct variances can lead to underestimation of the MSE of the small area 

estimates, especially for areas with small sample sizes. This is a relevant point when 

interest is in estimating parameters at higher levels of spatial resolution. 

Uncertainty due to measurement error in the covariates 

A second extension of the standard area-level model concerns accounting for measurement 

error in the covariates. This is particularly relevant when emphasis is placed on reducing the 

reliance on census data, which may lead to using covariates from other data sources (which 

could be larger than the main survey), which may themselves be affected by error (Ybarra 

and Lohr, 2008). Accounting for measurement error can be important when estimating the 

MSE, especially for areas with small sample sizes. In the case of fitting the FH model, 

accounting for measurement error requires estimation of the variance-covariance matrix of 

the sampling error of the covariates by using the design of the corresponding survey(s). 

Hence, when sourcing the covariates from survey data it is fairly straightforward to quantify 
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the measurement error which is defined by the uncertainty due to sampling. This concept 

does not immediately apply to the use of remote sensor and mobile phone data as it is not 

clear what the error sources in these cases are, and how these errors can be quantified. For 

the purpose of applications, new data sources are treated as error free. However, this may 

be far from reality. Remote sensing data may only act as a proxy for unobserved 

characteristics, while mobile phone data can be affected by selectivity bias. Pre-processing 

of data using machine learning algorithms involves uncertainty. Quantifying the uncertainty 

in the covariates is an area that is open for research, and that is of relevance to the work of 

the DEEP consortium.  

Extending the standard area-level model to include spatial and temporal effects  

A widely used extension to the standard area-level model that assumes that random effects 

are independent is one that allows for spatially correlated random effects. A common 

approach is to assume that random effects are correlated according to a simultaneous 

autoregressive process (SAR) (see for example Pratesi and Salvati (2009)). An alternative 

approach to simultaneous spatial smoothing and benchmarking for SAE was recently 

proposed by Steorts et al. (2020). Spatial-temporal models have also been presented in the 

literature (Marhuenda et al., 2013). In our experience, recent applications of SAE with new 

data sources tend to include spatial smoothing by default in the model. One possible 

explanation for this choice is that analysts are taking advantage of the modelling features of 

open-source software (e.g. R-INLA) that enable fairly complex spatial structures. In our view 

a more structured approach to model selection, that involves for example careful building of 

the fixed part of the model, and monitoring of the convergence, instead of use of black box 

algorithms, would be advisable. In addition, issues such as spatial confounding are relevant 

in this case.  

Beyond proportions and averages 

In this paper the emphasis has been on estimating finite population (descriptive) 

parameters: for example, poverty proportions. Although poverty proportions are important 

policy measures, additional measures may be required in order to have a complete picture of 

poverty and inequality. Estimating alternative measures to poverty – for example, inequality 

using area–level models – has been studied in the literature, for example by Fabrizi and 

Trivisano (2016). In particular, Fabrizi and Trivisano (2016) obtain bias-adjusted area-

specific direct estimates of the Gini coefficient. The bias adjustment is needed because – 

unlike proportions – direct estimates of indicators such as the Gini are biased for small 

sample sizes and use of the FH model assumes the existence of an unbiased direct 

estimator. An area-level model using the direct estimates of the Gini coefficient and 

corresponding sampling variances can be specified using a beta regression model. The 

model is specified in a hierarchical Bayes framework and different parametric specifications 

for the random effects are considered. Although at this stage this model is not illustrated in 

the prototype product, estimating such models with new data sources will be an area of 
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focus during the implementation phase of DEEP. In addition, alternative measures of poverty 

and inequality will be considered with possible methodological extensions: for example, 

incorporating spatial effects and the uncertainty due to the estimation of the sampling 

variances in the beta regression model. 

Methods to adjust for cluster displacement 

A methodological issue that has to a great extent been overlooked relates to the 

displacement of clusters in ground truth data (e.g. survey data). Displacing clusters is 

common in surveys such as DHS surveys – a typical source of data in applications – as a 

form of disclosure control. Typically, cluster displacement respects certain administrative 

boundaries in the sense that clusters do not cross these boundaries. However, when interest 

is in estimating parameters in highly disaggregated areas, clusters can potentially cross 

geographic boundaries. This has the potential to introduce bias in the estimates. Developing 

methods to account for the process of cluster displacement is a line of research the 

University of Southampton team is currently starting to focus on. In addition, assessing the 

impact of the displacement problem and looking at alternative disclosure control 

mechanisms that achieve the same level of confidentiality without creating problems to 

estimation is another line of future research.  

Software for area-level models 

Direct point and variance estimation can be implemented by using the survey package 

(Lumley, 2020). Package Laeken by Alfons et al. (2020) provides functions for the estimation 

of various poverty and inequality indicators, such as the at risk of poverty rate, Gini 

coefficient, and quintile share ratio, and the corresponding estimates of the variance. The 

sae package by Molina and Marhuenda (2015) can be used for implementing SAE with area-

level (FH) models that allow for complex correlations structures and that produce estimates 

of the MSE. The package emdi by Kreutzmann et al. (2018) has now been updated to include 

the FH model and a very wide range of extensions of the FH model (Harmening et al. 2020). 

The emdi package now includes the use of transformations, outlier robust estimation, the 

use of spatially correlated random effects, measurement error in the covariates, the use of 

benchmarking, model selection, mapping tools, and uncertainty (MSE) estimation. This is the 

computational tool we have chosen to use for building the prototype product as it also 

includes a user-friendly approach for post-estimation processing of the results. Specifying 

the FH in a hierarchical Bayes framework and accounting for the uncertainty due to the 

estimation of the sampling variance can be done by using the R package BRUGS. 

Alternatively, approximate Bayesian inference can be implemented in R via INLA. 


